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8.45 Opening Session
9.00 Challenges on Patient Safety Innovation: How to deal with too much Antibiotics? L. Lapão
10.00 Antibiotics in the Portuguese Healthcare System – A. S. Simões
10.30 Antibiotics at the Ward: The role of physicians – P. Póvoa
11.00 Coffee Break
11.15 Management of Antibiotic Use and Resistance: The Norway Success Case – G. Simonsen
11.45 The Role of Infection Control in Northern Norway – A. M. Asfeldt
12.15 Antibiotic Stewardship Implementation in Europe – L. Lapão
12.45 Lunch
14.00 Human Factors in Antibiotic Stewardship – H. Sax
14.30 HAiTool: Using Collaboration to Overcome Barriers – J. Gregório
14.50 HAiTool: Clinical Information Management @ Antibiotic Stewardship – A. S. Simões
15.10 HAiTool: Information Systems Innovation to Support Antibiotic Stewardship – M. Maia
15.30 Discussion